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ABSTRACT

The SEM approach to PKI offers several advantages, such as immediate revocation of users’ signing ability without CRLs and compatibility with the standard RSA. However, it has a weakness against denial of service attack caused by breaking down or being compromised. G. Vanrenen et al. proposed a distributed SEM approach to overcome the weaknesses. However, it does not provide the desirable properties such as instant availability and immunity against denial of service attack, due to inadequate usage of threshold cryptography and proactive secret sharing. In this paper, we point out its structural contradictions and propose a modified version of distributed SEM approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Without doubt, the promise of public key infrastructure (PKI) technology has attracted a significant amount of attention in these days. The IETF PKIX Working Group is developing the Internet standards to support an X.509-based PKI. In PKI, a certificate is a signed binding a public key to certain properties. The correctness of the trust decisions which a relying party makes depends on the assumption that the entity knowing the matching private key possesses those properties. When this binding ceases to hold, this certificate needs to be revoked, and this revocation event must be propagated to relying parties, lest they make incorrect trust judgments regarding that public key. There are well-known mechanisms to solve the revocation of the certificate: Certificate Revocation List (CRL), Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP), delta CRL, indirect CRL, Certificate Revocation Tree (CRT) and Certificate Revocation System (CRS)[3,9].

In [4,19], Boneh et al. proposed an approach to fast certificate revocation centered around the concept of an on-line semi-trusted mediator (SEM). The SEM approach to PKI offers several advantages such as immediate revocation of users’ signing ability without CRLs and compatibility with the standard RSA. However, it has a weakness against denial of service attack caused by breaking down or being compromised. To overcome the weakness, G. Vanrenen et al. proposed a distributed SEM approach[5]. However, in contrast to their opinions, it does not provide the desirable properties such as instant availability and immunity for denial of service attack, because of inadequate usage of threshold cryptography and proactive secret sharing. In this paper, we point out its structural contradictions and propose a modified version of
2. RELATED WORK

2.1 SEM: Semi-trusted mediator

In [4,19], the SEM system is based on a variant of RSA which is called as mediated RSA(mRSA). As in RSA, each user has a public key \((e, N)\) and a corresponding private key \((d, N)\), where the modulus \(N\) is product of two large prime \(p\) and \(q\), \(\gcd(e, \phi(N)) = 1\) and \(d \cdot e = 1 \mod \phi(N)\). The public key of a user is the same as in the standard RSA. However, the two parts of a user’s private key are \(d_{sem}\) and \(d_{user}\), where \(d = d_{sem} + d_{user} \mod \phi(N)\) \(d_{user}\) is the part held by the user and \(d_{sem}\) is the part held by the SEM. Since SEM must not know \(d_{user}\) and the user must not know \(d_{sem}\), it is necessary to change RSA key setup procedure. That is, a CA(Certification Authority) generates the private key \(d\) instead of the user, chooses a random integer \(d_{sem}\) in \([1, N]\), and computes the last value as \(d_{user} = d - d_{sem} \mod \phi(N)\). Because the private key \(d\) is split into two halves, private key operations require the participation of both the user and SEM; each party raises the message to its half-exponent and the results are then multiplied.

The SEM approach provides several advantages such as compatibility with the standard RSA, immediate revocation of users’ signing ability and no need for certificate revocation lists.

2.2 Distributing Security-Mediated PKI

In [5], G. Vanrenen et al. introduced disadvantages concerned with scalability. In their opinions, SEM approach has limitation to serve a large-scale distributed system. Since a user’s \(d_{sem}\) lives on exactly one SEM, the following problems are inevitable: temporary denial of service if the network is partitioned, permanent denial of service if SEM suffers from a serious failure and inability to revoke the key pair if an adversary compromises SEM and learn its secrets. To address the problems mentioned, G. Vanrenen et al. proposed a distributed SEM network which acts as SEM. In this paper, we shortly call their system as DSEM. The DSEM consists of trustworthy islands distributed throughout Peer-to-Peer(P2P) network. An individual island may still become compromised and reveal its data to the adversary. It may also become unavailable, due to crash or partition. To handle these scenarios, they built migration scheme based on threshold cryptography and strong forward security.
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**Fig. 1. Key Setup in DSEM.**

[Key setup]

Fig. 1 shows key setup procedure in DSEM. Each island acts as a SEM. A CA generates key pair for a user and splits \(d\) into two halves. It transmits \(d_{user}\) to the user and \(d_{sem}\) to an island \(L\). Then, it shares additionally \(d_{sem}\) to \(k\) islands in the network using threshold cryptography. After those steps are completed, \(d_{sem}\) is stored both on the primary island \(L\) and on \(k\) other islands, so an attacker must either compromise \(L\) or compromise \(t\) out of the \(k\) islands in order to get \(d_{sem}\). Additionally, the shares are proactively updated using proactive secret sharing schemes in[1,2,20,21].
system operations in DSEM and introduce four requirements for designing a modified version.

**Question 1:** How can we make \( k \) islands perform efficiently a proactive secret sharing?

After key setup procedure, \( k \) islands periodically participate in a proactive secret sharing to renew periodically their shares for \( d_{sem} \) by using the schemes in [1,2,20,21]. However, the schemes in [1,2] cannot be adopted to DSEM, because they are based on the discrete logarithm. Moreover, the scheme in [21] must use \( \lambda(N) = lcm(p - 1, q - 1) \) instead of \( \phi(N) \) to make the system proactive. Therefore, it is impossible to make the system proactive without regulating modulus operators. Then, the scheme in [20] can be used in DSEM from the viewpoint of modulus operator. However, DSEM cannot avoid lots of consumption of system resources because it must perform subsharing as many times as the number of shares; each instance of subsharing requires lots of consumption of system resources.

**Requirement 1:** To reduce the overhead caused by subsharing, the system must perform a proactive secret sharing without subsharing.

**Question 2:** Is DSEM always performed as efficient as SEM?

Let us assume the scheme in either[17] or [21] is used for threshold protection. Since the scheme is basically based on \((k, k)\)-additive secret sharing, although the scheme still uses \((k, l)\)-polynomial secret sharing for each share computed by the additive secret sharing to satisfy fault-tolerant property, we can imagine the following bad situation.

A user’s \( d_{sem} \) may be shared among \( k \) islands by using \((k, k)\)-additive secret sharing. Let a user \( A \)’s primary island be \( L_A \) and a user \( B \)’s primary island be \( L_B \). Then, \( k \) shareholder islands of \( A \)’s \( d_{sem} \) consist of \( L_{A1}, L_{A2}, \ldots, L_{Ak} \). We assume

**3. NOTABLE PROBLEMS**

In this section, we question several inadequate
that $L_B$ is $L_{A4}$ and both $L_A$ and $L_B$ are eventually compromised at the same time. Then, the following procedure is performed for $A$ to migrate from $L_A$ to $M_A$ successfully:

(Step 1) At least $t$ out of $k-1$ islands, $L_{A1}, L_{A2}, L_{A3}, L_{A5}, \ldots, L_{Ak}$, collaboratively recover the share of $L_{A4}$ by performing an instance of the polynomial interpolation of $(k, t)$-polynomial secret sharing. To do so, the system must consume lots of communication and computation resources to perform a verifiable recovery protocol[10][18][20][21].

(Step 2) After that, $M_A$ must perform (Step 2) and (Step 3) of migration procedure in Section 2.2.

(Step 3) Of course, $B$ must migrate from $L_B$ to $M_B$. However, if $L_A$ is $L_{B5}$, the migration procedure must be more complex.

The main objective of DSEM is to make SEM instantly applicable and scalable. Nevertheless, DSEM cannot present instant cryptographic operation services such as signing or decrypting before finishing the complex procedure mentioned above.

[Requirement 2] DSEM must be modified to make the cryptographic operation service immediate. That is, the cryptographic operation service, i.e., the signing or decrypting, must be independent of migration.

**Question 3**: Is a proactive secret sharing meaningful?

In DSEM, a user's $d_{sem}$ is stored in the primary island $L$ and shared among $k$ islands. To make shares in $k$ islands robust against adversaries, DSEM performs a proactive secret sharing among $k$ islands. Since a long-term secret $d_{sem}$ is stored in $L$, the target of adversaries is not one of $k$ is-

lands but $L$. That is, since the long-term secret $d_{sem}$ is kept in the networking island and the proactive secret sharing does not change it, the execution of the proactive secret sharing cannot contribute to the security of $d_{sem}$.

[Requirement 3] Only through all of $d_{user}$, $d_{sem}$ and $k$ shares for $d_{sem}$ are periodically renewed at the same time, we can make a proactive secret sharing meaningful in DSEM.

**Question 4**: How many peers are necessary to serve a threshold protection in DSEM?

Because DSEM is implemented on JXTA, a peer in P2P acts as an island[16]. Let us consider $(k, t)$-secret sharing. In usual synchronous communication model, the system allows at most $t-1$ servers to be compromised by an adversary, and needs at least $t$ servers to be correct. That is, $k$ must be greater than or equal to $2t-1$, and at least $t$ server must be available. However, we must consider an inherent property of P2P network such that correct peers in P2P are not always connected to the network. Moreover, an island which acts as a primary island for specific users is also a peer in P2P. So, we must present a solution which prevents a user from performing frequent migration because of simple power down of the primary island without being compromised.

[Requirement 4] Let $\Delta$ be the maximum number of correct peers which are not currently connected to the network. We precisely define the number of servers as $k+\Delta$, where $k = 2t-1$. So, we must perform $(k+\Delta, t)$-secret sharing instead of $(k, t)$-secret sharing to serve a successful threshold protection in stateless model such like P2P.
4. MODIFICATION OF DSEM

In this section, we present a modified version of DSEM according to four requirements mentioned in Section 3.

4.1 Cryptographic Primitives

First of all, we introduce three cryptographic primitives for our modification as follows.

\[ N\text{-mRSA} \]

To minimize the uncertainty of \( r \) in migration procedure in Section 2.2 and the insecurity of releasing modulus operator, i.e., \( \Phi(N) \), for the future use such as proactive secret sharing, we propose a modified version of mRSA. It is based on threshold RSA signature scheme in [6].

[Key setup]

A CA generates a private key \( d \) based on the standard RSA. Then, the CA splits the private key into two halves by using \( d = d_u^N + d_s^N \mod N \). It securely transmits \( d_u^N \) to the user, and \( d_s^N \) to the server.

[Signing]

To sign a message \( m \), the user sends \( m \) to the server. Then, the server computes a partial signature \( PS_u = m^{d_u^N} \mod N \) and returns it to the user. Concurrently, the user computes \( PS_r = m^{d_s^N} \mod N \). On receiving \( PS_r \), the user computes a candidate signature \( CS \) as follows:

\[ CS = PS_s \cdot PS_u = m^{d_r^N} \cdot m^{d_s^N} = m^{d_t^N + d_s^N} \mod N \]

where \( 0 \leq t < 2 \). Finally, the user applies \( CS \) to 2-bounded coalition offsetting algorithm in [6], and computes a valid signature on \( m \).

[Combinatorial Secret Sharing]

In [7,8], L. Zhou et al. proposed combinatorial secret sharing which is based on the additive secret sharing. To avoid confusion, they used share sets to denote shares of a secret \( x \) by using a combinatorial secret sharing and used shares of \( x \) only for the values comprising a secret sharing. We can construct share sets, one for each server, of an \((k, t)\)-combinatorial secret sharing from additive secret sharing. To simplify the description, we use abstract modulus operator.

(Step 1) Create \( l = \binom{k}{t-1} \) different sets \( P_1, \ldots, P_l \) of servers. These sets of servers represent the worst-case failure scenarios: sets of servers that could all fail under the assumption that at most \( t-1 \) servers are compromised.

(Step 2) Create a sharing \( \{s_1, \ldots, s_l\} \) using \((l, l)\)-additive secret sharing scheme. Associate share \( s_i \) with failure scenario \( P_i \).

(Step 3) Include secret share \( s_i \) in \( S_{p_i} \), the share set for a server \( p_i \), if and only if \( p_i \) is not in corresponding failure scenario \( P_i \). That is, for any server \( p_i \), share set \( S_{p_i} \) equals \( \{s_i \mid 1 \leq i \leq l \land p_i \notin P_i \} \). Note that, by not assigning \( s_i \) to any server in a failure scenario \( P_i \), they ensure that servers in \( P_i \) do not together have all \( l \) shares to reconstruct the secret \( x \). For any set \( P \) of servers, the constructed share sets satisfy the following conditions:

- **Condition 1**: \( U_{p \in P} S_p = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_l\} \), where \( |P| \geq t \).
- **Condition 2**: \( U_{p \in P} S_p \subseteq \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_l\} \), where \( |P| \leq t-1 \).

[Server-Assisted Threshold Signature]

In [15], S. Xu et al. proposed a formal method to construct server-assisted threshold signature schemes. It is based on hybrid of threshold signature schemes and two-party signature schemes such as [11,12]. In this paper, we present a practical
instance which uses $N$-mRSA and threshold RSA signature scheme in [6] as cryptographic primitives.

[Assumption]

There are $k$ servers which securely store shares of secret information in the system.

[Key Setup]

A CA generates a private key $d$ based on the standard RSA. Then, the CA splits the private key into two halves by using $d = d^N_d + d^U_d \mod N$. The CA performs $(k, l)$-combinatorial secret sharing for $d^N_d$ and generates $k$ share sets. Then, the CA transmits securely $d^N_d$ to the user, and each share set to the corresponding server, respectively.

[Signing]

To sign a message, the user broadcasts a message $m$ to the servers. Then, at least $l$ servers compute collaboratively a partial signature $PS_s = m^{i \cdot N + d^U_d} \mod N$, where $l = \binom{k}{t-1}$ and $0 \leq l_t < l$. Concurrently, the user computes $PS_u = m^{d^N_d} \mod N$. On receiving $PS_s$, the user computes a candidate signature $CS$ as follows: $CS = PS_s \cdot PS_u = m^{(i \cdot N + d^U_d) \cdot m^{d^N_d} \mod N}$, where $0 \leq l < l + 1$. Finally, the user applies $CS$ to $(l + 1)$-bounded coalition offsetting algorithm in [6], and computes a valid signature on $m$.

Note that we can compute RSA signatures and perform proactive secret sharings without insecurity of releasing modulus operator, i.e., $\phi(N)$, by using two signature schemes presented above.

4.2 Architecture & System operation

Fig. 3 shows our modified DSEM. In our modified DSEM, there is a peer group (PG) which consists of $(k+\Delta)$ peers, where $k = 2t - 1$ and each peer in PG is called as TP-peer. Each TP-peer in PG has share sets for all users’ $d^N_d$’s. Then, PG presents cryptographic operation services, i.e., signing or encrypting, to users. Since PG must consist of trustworthy peers, we can depend on reputation techniques in P2P for pre-selection of such peers. Each user registers at a single island. The island becomes Home SEM for the user and possesses $d^N_d$ for the user. We present five concrete protocols for our modified DSEM: key setup, signing, periodical renewal, recovery of compromised islands and recovery of compromised TP-peer.

[Key setup]

A CA generates a private key $d$ based on the standard RSA. Then, the CA splits the private key into two halves as the same as $N$-mRSA. It transmits $d^N_d$ to the user and $d^N_d$ to Home SEM for the user, respectively. Then, it shares $d^N_d$ among $(k+\Delta)$ TP-peers in PG by using $(k+\Delta, l)$-combinatorial secret sharing. So, our modified DSEM depends on Requirement 4 and the value of $\Delta$ can be set according to the system policy.

[Signing]

To sign a message $m$, a user sends $m$ to Home SEM. Then, both the user and Home SEM perform signing procedure in $N$-mRSA. Finally, the user obtains a valid signature on $m$.

[Periodic renewal]

To renew periodically $d^N_d$, $d^U_d$ and all share sets for $d^N_d$, the system performs the following steps.

(Step 1) A user generates a new $\delta$ in the range $[-N, N]$. Then, the user performs $(k+\Delta, l)$-combinatorial secret sharing for $\delta$ and generates $k+\Delta$ share sets. Then, the user transmits securely each
share set to the corresponding TP-peer, respectively. Then, the user computes a renewed half key as \((d_{u}^{N})_{\text{new}} = d_{u}^{N} - \delta \).

(Step 2) When each TP-peer receives a share set for \( \delta \), it adds shares in the received share set to shares in the current share set, respectively. The share sets newly generated can be used to generate a renewed half key as \((d_{u}^{N})_{\text{new}} = d_{u}^{N} + \delta \). Then, at least \( t \) out of \( k + \Delta \) TP-peers send securely their renewed share sets for \((d_{u}^{N})_{\text{new}}\) to Home SEM for the user.

(Step 3) On receiving at least \( t \) share sets, Home SEM can combine them and compute the renewed half key \((d_{u}^{N})_{\text{new}}\). After that, Home SEM generates a random string \( rs \) and computes \( \text{challenge} = rs^{(d_{u}^{N})_{\text{new}} \mod N} \). Then, Home SEM sends \( rs \) and \( \text{challenge} \) to the user.

(Step 4) The user computes \( \text{response} = rs^{(d_{u}^{N})_{\text{new}} \mod N} \) and combines it with \( \text{challenge} \) for generating a RSA signature for \( rs \). After that, the user checks the validity of the RSA signature. If the result is successful, the user sends success notification and \( \text{response} \) to Home SEM and replaces \( d_{u}^{N} \) with \((d_{u}^{N})_{\text{new}}\). Otherwise, the user sends error notification to Home SEM.

(Step 5) If Home SEM receives success notification from the user, it also checks the validity of \( \text{response} \) through the same way that the user performed. If the result is successful, Home SEM replaces \( d_{u}^{N} \) with \((d_{u}^{N})_{\text{new}}\) and finishes the procedure. Otherwise, it accuses TP-peer, who sent an erroneous share set, to PG by broadcasting an accusation message. Then, Home SEM tries to perform (Step 3) again by using another shares in the received share set.

By using a simple challenge/response, the periodic renewal can be verifiably performed. During the run of periodic renewal, the user can perform signing with old keys, \( d_{u}^{N} \) and \( d_{u}^{N} \), in contrast with DSEM. Our modified DSEM guarantees therefore Requirement 2. As you have seen, the periodic renewal depends on both Requirement 1 and Requirement 3.

[Recovery of compromised SEM]

For successful recovery of a compromised SEM from adversaries, the system performs the following steps.

(Step 1) To sign a message \( m \), a user sends it to Home SEM and requests a partial signature \( PS_{u} \).

(Step 2) During the specific time bound, if the user does not receive \( PS_{u} \) from Home SEM, the user broadcasts \( m \) and an accusation message to PG. Then, the user can compute a valid signature on \( m \) by using the server-assisted threshold signature between the user and PG.

(Step 3) If the number of accusation messages from users exceeds a specific limit based on the system policy, Home SEM is re-booted and initialized by clean copy.

(Step 4) At least \( t \) TP-peers send securely their share sets to Home SEM. Then, Home SEM can obtain \( t \) shares to reconstruct \( d_{u}^{N} \).

(Step 5) After that, the user performs periodic renewal mentioned before.

During the recovery of the compromised SEM, the user also performs cryptographic operation such as signing or decrypting via server-assisted threshold signature scheme in Section 4.1, although the performance is lower than \( N \)-mRSA. Therefore, our modified DSEM also guarantees Requirement 2 in spite that Home SEM is compromised.
Recovery of compromised TP-peer

When every TP-peer in PG receives accusation messages exceeding a specific limit from "island SEMs", which occurs in (Step 5) of periodic renewal, the system performs the recovery procedure for the compromised TP-peer.

(Step 1) The accused TP-peer is rebooted and initialized by clean copy.

(Step 2) Each TP-peer except the accused TP-peer sends shares, which are owned by both each TP-peer and the accused TP-peer, to the accused TP-peer, respectively.

(Step 3) Then, the accused TP-peer can reconstruct share set for itself. If the accused TP-peer wants to verify the validity of the reconstructed share set, given for a challenge message \( m \), both Home SEM and the accused TP-peer check the equivalence of a generated partial signature on \( m \) by collaborating with another \( t-1 \) TP-peers.

(Step 4) The user is recommended to perform periodic renewal. However, the user will perform periodic renewal in the near future without the recommendation.

During the proactive activities such as periodic renewal and two recovery protocols in our modified DSEM, the system does not perform subsharing for each share. That is, our modified DSEM guarantees Requirement 1.

5. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the security of our proactive scheme (i.e., periodic renewal and two recovery protocols) in Section 4.2 and the notable features of our modified DSEM.

5.1 Security of Proactive Scheme

Now, we discuss the security of our proactive scheme: periodic renewal and two recovery protocols. For the security of both \( N \)-mRSA and an instance of server-assisted threshold signatures in Section 4.1, please refer to [6,15]. A user's half secret, \( d^N \), is secretly shared among TP-peers in PG, and renewed or recovered by the schemes in Section 4.2. Then, they must satisfy the following properties to be secure proactive secret sharing scheme.

- **Independency**: New shares for the secret cannot be combined with old shares to reconstruct the secret.
- **Secrecy**: The secret remains unknown to adversaries.
- **Availability**: Correct servers together have sufficient shares of the secret to reconstruct it.

We assume short-term constrained adversary introduced in [6] to characterize adversary; given that time is divided into periods, the adversary cannot break \( t \) or more servers during any time period, where the number of server is \( k + \Delta \), \( k = 2t - 1 \) and \( \Delta \) is the maximum number of correct peers which are not currently connected to the network. Now, we show simply that our proactive scheme satisfies independency, secrecy and availability properties.

- **Independency**: After a user generates a random value, \( \delta \), in (Step 1) in Periodic renewal, the random value can be used to renew shares for both \( d^N \) and \( d^t \). In contrast that the existing proactive secret sharings used in the original DSEM do not change \( d^N \) but shares for \( d^t \), our periodic renewal changes/renews the secret itself, i.e., \( d^N \). So, the shares in PG during a time period can be only used to reconstruct \( d^N \) in the time period. Therefore, an adversary who even knows \( d^N \) in a time period without keeping corruption of at least \( t \) servers
(i.e., who succeeds in corrupting Home SEM of the user) cannot know the newly renewed $d^N_t$ in the next time period. Our proactive scheme satisfies therefore Independence.

- **Secrecy**
  
  To show Secrecy, it suffices to show that an adversary cannot obtain all $t$ shares by corrupting at most $t-1$ TP-peers in a time period. Let $P$ be the set of TP-peers corrupted in a time period, $|P| \leq t-1$ holds. Due to Condition 2 in the Section 4.1, there is at least one share which the adversary cannot obtain. Our proactive scheme satisfies therefore Secrecy.

- **Availability**
  
  To show Availability, it suffices to show that correct servers can reconstruct $d^N_t$. In a time period, there are at least $t$ correct TP-peers in PG connected in the network because of Requirement 4. Let $P$ be the set of correct TP-peers connected in the network, $|P| \geq t$ holds. Due to Condition 1 in the Section 4.1, correct TP-peers can collect $l$ shares for reconstructing $d^N_t$. So, the correct TP-peers can perform recovery of compromised SEM or TP-peer. That is, our proactive scheme satisfies Availability.

In [13], S. Jarecki et al introduced the weakness of proactive scheme of threshold RSA in [6]. It is the basis of cryptographic primitives in Section 4.1. However, since our proactive scheme does not depend on subsharing in contrast to the scheme in [6], an adversary in [13] cannot succeed in learning the private exponent $d$; i.e., the adversary can learn at most $\log(k+\Delta)$ most significant bits (MSBs) of $d$ during the entire life-time. So, we do not need to consider the weakness introduced in [13].

### 5.2 Notable Features

Our modified DSEM has the same features as the original SEM, because it succeeds to the characteristics of the original SEM. Moreover, our modified DSEM solves the problems mentioned in Section 3 with the following desirable features.

- **Removal of both insecurity of releasing $\Phi(N)$ and uncertainty of $r$**
  
  Our modified DSEM uses three cryptographic primitives in Section 4.1 which are based on $N$ for modular operator of RSA exponent.

- **Efficient and timely signing or decrypting**
  
  In the DSEM, the user cannot perform signing or decrypting until the migration is finished. On the other hand, the user can still perform signing or decrypting via server-assisted threshold signature, in spite that either periodic renewal or recovery is under way in our modified DSEM. That means the capability for signing or decrypting is independent of periodic renewal or recovery.

- **Strong against denial of service attack**
  
  Our modified DSEM is strong against denial of service attack by using an alternative operation, i.e., server-assisted threshold signature, although the performance is lower than $N$-mRSA. That is, the user can still perform signing or decrypting in spite that the user’s Home SEM is compromised.

- **Meaningful proactive secret sharing**
  
  In contrast to DSEM, our modified DSEM can appropriately renew a user’s half, $d^N_u$, the corresponding half of SEM, $d^N_i$, and shares for the half of SEM per time period for renewal.

- **Simplified renewal and recovery**
  
  In DSEM, they used well-known proactive secret sharing schemes such as [20,21] to perform periodic renewal, recovery of a compromised island or migration. The schemes referred must require lots of system resources to perform subsharing and verifiable secret sharing. However, since our modified DSEM does not require any subsharing and verifiable secret sharing, it consumes the minimized system resources. Such the simplified
renewal and recovery can be achieved by adopting combinatorial secret sharing, user intervention and simple challenge/response.

In [14], S. Koga et al. proposed a solution to prevent denial of service attack by picking out malicious users’ requests through one-time ID. Since their solution did not consider the possibility of the corruption of SEM, it did not present a solution for recovering the compromised SEM. Nevertheless, we believe that S. Koga et al.’s proposal can be used for supporting authentication of users’ requests in our modified DSEM.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we reviewed G. Vanrenen et al.’s distributed SEM approach and presented a practical model for actual implementation. Our modified DSEM succeeds to the advantages of the original SEM and also provides desirable features comparing with G. Vanrenen et al.’s proposal.
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